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Attempts at Jokes
Takos & Twitter
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A collection of jokes made from combining generally unrelated tweets into 
question and anwer form.
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why did the news and my phone say it’s raining?
Bailey

because who would do that for you if they got some sense
#HauntedHighLife2

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Dr. Jill Stein

because he… 
Hillary Clinton

why did the 2 Democrat operatives lose work?
NewsBusters

because… 
Hillary Clinton
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Why did the NYPD fatally shoot mentally ill, 66-Year-Old 
#DeborahDanner?
ESSENCE

because I didnt do anything.
Bradd Jaffy

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
PUSHA J

because of Malcolm Subban. But even better would be 
Binghamton / Toronto :-)

Emily

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
cora livesey

because in “iloveyou”, there are no spaces for lies
AlwaysLandValley
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
deplorabledelane

Because my feelings/love is so intense I end up doing too 
much too early and get upset when someone doesn’t do 

the same
ashu •﹏•

Why did the writer cry?
Oluwatosin Adeshokan

because of this fucked up ideology. Go to sleep with that 
on your conscience

Double

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Joe Deplorable Biden

because my God is greater
AJ
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Why did the Knicks sign Inglis and Early late into presea-
son only to waive them?
Dylan Pulver

because it NEVER. HAPPENED....except in your bizarre 
little mind, which seems ever ready to make excuses for

Laury Mainini

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Dr. Jill Stein

because he...
Hillary Clinton

why did the 2 Democrat operatives lose work?
NewsBusters

because
Hillary Clinton
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Why did the NYPD fatally shoot mentally ill, 66-Year-Old 
#DeborahDanner?
ESSENCE

because I didnt do anything
Bradd Jaffy

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Alan J

because they try to control the whole world to run their 
system.

RC

why did the UN choose a fictional character rather than 
an actual real woman ...?
Shelley Booth

Because boys like to tease and annoy the girls they like.
Dee Castaneda
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why did the news and my phone say it’s raining?
Bailey

because you are awesome gamer tag powerdragon678
powerhunter678

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
PUSHA J

because Grant kept faith in them
#GhElections

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
cora livesey

because you aren’t at work
Cyb3r Subby
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
deplorabledelane

because you don’t post it you don’t got it, or if you don’t 
post about someone then there isn’t no one

Daisy

Why did the writer cry?
Oluwatosin Adeshokan

because of school
Cynthia R

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Joe Deplorable Biden

because la tesis y trabajo :(
Heather VanWyngarden
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Why did the Knicks sign Inglis and Early late into presea-
son only to waive them?
Dylan Pulver

because poor decisions in men could affect my daughter 
and I refuse to have her trapped in the middle if an un-

healthy relationship
Renee Darnell

why did the Motorist drive off?
Nompumelelo Nkosi

Because that’s what all this is about naman talaga..love 
and happiness! Thank you for your greetings! I am grate-

ful
Cherie DeiMaiRich

WHY DID THE KING DIED THATS WHERE IT ALL 
STARTED?izzah

Because you guys are all brilliant and eloquent.
otaku
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
wakeupamerica

Because of Video of him Riding Dirt-bike with Meek Mill. 
thomas

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Dr. Jill Stein

because he… 
Hillary Clinton

why did the 2 Democrat operatives lose work?
NewsBusters

because… 
Hillary Clinton
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Why did the NYPD fatally shoot mentally ill, 66-Year-Old 
#DeborahDanner?
ESSENCE

because I didn’t do anything.
Bradd Jaffy

Why did the chorizo cross the road?
Chipotle

because of “rigged” crap. 19 days left.
Nate Silver

Why did the last debate open with questions about 
Trump’s leaked tape, but now that there are ACTUAL ac-
cusations, not a peep?
Elizabeth Plank

because of abusive men in her life
Alex Abad-Santos
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Why did the zombie eat only half the jogger?
Sprint

because it’s not just a detail when it’s your child. 
Hillary Clinton

Why did the apple stop running?
Statistics Canada

Because she’s a corporatist hawk, not a progressive
Dr. Jill Stein

Why did the BJP wait until after Karan Johar’s video to 
offer support?
scroll.in

because he “didn’t do anything.” His wife told @AC360 
that he did apologize! #debate

David Axelrod
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Giga-Dweebess

because your server is down specially after the recent 
update, help..

Ahmed Labib

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
David Gregory Nowak

Because most of us have small kitchens.... 
Kempsville Cabinets

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Basement Dweller

because they’re hacked is like ignoring your house on fire 
because an arsonist set the fire

Becky Williams
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Why did the women cross the road?
dot main

Because of Obamacare, another 20 million Americans 
now know the financial... 

Marcela Andrade Roui

why did the site go dark when the creator went to LV?
Jaicin aka Jason 

because you know our undercover “intern” was invited to 
the White house

robmarker654

Why did the Police keep on assisting him & why did @
cpsuk keep prosecuting?
Alastair Morgan

because the water was missing a lemon wedge 
Tweek the Cat
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Hector S

because you think he looks good doesn’t mean he isn’t 
corny 

Kagami Uchiha

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Nya Dnar

because they’ve been watching horror films and eating 
cheese.

Liam Hall

Why did the hand cross the road?
Boone Meghan

because they don’t know what it’s like
Jayonce
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Inforectionist

because you procrastinated in getting it done sooner?
Edward Smith

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Mark Wayne

because someone is protective and controlling doesn’t 
mean they care about you

Sodium

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
#BasementTacoBowl

because they both are great people 
TheChaoticFreak
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Why did the media NOT ask who intervened w Ecuador-
ian govt?
Jay A. McCalla

because I will cry if I don’t
abby

Why did the Rockets sign Gary Payton II if they aren’t 
going to play him even in preseason?
Fantasy NBA Dude

Because Ginger cures things. 
Ebanoid

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
James Parris

because you’re ass doesnt mean its bad
Isaiah H
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Miranto

Because They Are Scared To Death
NancyTheNeedyLatina

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Angie Kim

because i hate everyone. Walk away
lavender dream girl

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
J.A. Zwicker

Because if the info  they get is bad for NFL, they don’t 
have to keep it.

CAHF
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Why did the music just get worse?
Sinenhlanhla 

because they’re hacked is like ignoring your house on fire 
because an arsonist set the fir…

DoMoreThanPray

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Simon Ashworth Wood

because it couldn’t resolve the server nice
Tammo Behrends

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Jamie Zwicker

because I know what kind of drain an extra child will be to 
my family.

Unreasonable Bourbon
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
xaM

because Hillary didn’t shake Trump’s hand. Hey Jeff, let it 
go. You backed a hu…

check out sex tape

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Heidi 4 Jill

because it is in them that your strength lies - Mother Tere-
sa

mohamed fulhu

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Francis Sales IV

because you light shines over them
Tanner Jarvis
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why did the pic post upside down.?
reitu.

because its being evicted 
Martina Huegel

Why did the NYPD fatally shoot mentally ill, 66-Year-Old 
#DeborahDanner?
Mekeisha MaddenToby

because we leave pieces of us in everything we used to 
love.

paola

Why did the man go to bed?
lubegacharles3

because those who voted Leave are racist or stupid.It 
sounded like a reaction to that.

Jeremy Slattery
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
MarySondermann

because players here are amazing,but when I got here I 
saw that they are

Wasim Bhati

WHY DID THE WRITERS DO THIS
Levi Kelley

because fair tonight and stressful days at work this week-
end..

_sjulyana

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
David Suttie

Because it is.
Valerie Catrow
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Dr. Jill Stein

because he… 
Hillary Clinton

why did the 2 Democrat operatives lose work?
NewsBusters

because… 
Hillary Clinton

Why did the NYPD fatally shoot mentally ill, 66-Year-Old 
#DeborahDanner?
ESSENCE

because I didn’t do anything.
Bradd Jaffy
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Inforectionist

because i didn’t...psh...not even a little bit. 
LunAAAAH

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Mark Wayne

because I’m such an “evil racist” wtaf
nikkkafromthestreets

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
#BasementTacoBowl

Because she’s a corporatist hawk, not a progressive 
Caleb Creech
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Why did the media NOT ask who intervened w Ecuador-
ian govt?
Jay A. McCalla

Because of NU? #NUReunion 
Cuba_Freedom

Why did the Rockets sign Gary Payton II if they aren’t 
going to play him even in preseason?
Fantasy NBA Dude

because of the steady demand for trained #Dolphin 
slaves worldwide. #EndTaiji #FreeFinsEU 

Paula Dyer

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
James Parris

because other people are waiting in line behind you and 
you just order something random and then regret it???

sedona sellars
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Sharon Mitchell

because if they are we may really see a revolution
Donwill

Why did the internet just blow up today?
OG

Because people protesting is not Civil War Todd.
(((AlanTheFoodie)))

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Aine

Because boys like to tease and annoy the girls they like
TonsP
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Why did The Rock use a fireplace?
Confused on Yahoo

Because she’s a corporatist hawk, not a progressive - no 
matter how her staff tri…

﹏Morning glo﹏

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Bart Jan Thoenes

because you’re very rude and Jill doesn’t want to see any 
of your petty tweets! ﹏﹏

Dulce Melo

Why did the clown go to the doctor ?
Psychopath

because I have adult resp
Zavala
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
James Parris

because?
Crafter Bot V 1.4

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Sharon Mitchell

because #Aquarius have a smile on their face everyday, 
doesn’t mean that something is not bothering them.

WanyaShante’

Why did the internet just blow up today?
OG

because that was how long they could get the battery to 
last for.

Alessio
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Áine

because that was how long they could get the battery to 
last for.

Zeno (reseph)

Why did The Rock use a fireplace?
Confused on Yahoo

because we were friends :^(((((
Spooked Creveli

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Bart Jan Thoenes

because i have to suffer with it feel free to dm me
Robobt
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Why did the clown go to the doctor ?
Psychopath

because not street legal without it--the law not ready.
Nina Walia

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Adrian Arrivillaga

because I will pick Rockys every single time
Dyer

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Debbie Burke

because some people I know used to spell their name f-r-
i-e-n-d and now they go by s-n-a-k-e…

dckgryson
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Why did the skeleton cross the street alone?
ivanna

because she’s yours, doesn’t mean you stop trying to win 
her over

Cole

why did the apostles flee?
Eric James

because #tackroomfriday @equiclass boots looking great 
too!!! 

#TackRoomFriday

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
THE FUCK BARREL PAC

because I was too busy having a life.
Somewhat A Lady
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Frank

because of me, NOBODY handed shit to me
aalexxx

Why did the maintance people just bust in my room like 
they pay the bill or something ﹏?
Claudell Hughes 3rd

because they were real dead bodies
debora

Why did the skeleton cross the street alone?
Sandra

because deceitful people are just that.... Deceitful. 
Sobert de Niro
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Bart Jan Thoenes

because I’m cold 
s o o n﹏﹏°﹏*:Vampy:*﹏°﹏﹏

Why did the clown go to the doctor ?
Psychopath 

because I’m going home to my kids. And I am Canadian
Ben

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Adrian Arrivillaga

because it’s too fun to stop.
Jen-I-Fear
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Debbie Burke

Because they’re the first girl band to win... Nothing really 
separates the first winner of it to @JamesArthur23.… 

tOOOm

Why did the skeleton cross the street alone?
ivanna

because I try my hardest not to flip out.
﹏

why did the apostles flee?
Eric James

because I would have completed my own prophecy built 
from the ground up

Elliot Graham
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
THE FUCK BARREL PAC

because they’re hacked, is like ignorin’ that your house is 
on fire because an arsonist

david guerrero

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Frank

because you know your head big af 
cambam

Why did the maintance people just bust in my room like 
they pay the bill or something?
Claudell Hughes 3rd

because I love him so much 
deu(fy)
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Why did the skeleton cross the street alone?
Sandra 

because I will be livid
Sofie

Why did the Police keep on assisting him &amp; why did 
@cpsuk keep prosecuting?
Frank Matthews

because it is here ppl 
Emily Williams

why did the campaign not want to leave “fingerprints”?
Feral Rhetor

because my hair is so thick that it just kinda traps it in

Will
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
A

because of Hakyeon and Jaehwan (+Wonshik &amp; 
Hongbin killing me with their vocals) 

broken record

Why did the chicken cross the road?
seanahmorgan

because of politics.
Joel P

Why did the police federation fund his defence ?
phil

because he can’t get leading Republicans to stump for 
him.

David Silberstein
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
dani

because I don’t find the cover particularly sexualised. I 
just see the same style the guy always uses to draw.

Adriana Game Over

why did the media hop on board when Gore threw his 
hissy fit?
Courtney

because they can not see them for who they really are but 
for a person that... 

Yvette Voclain PCYT

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
J.N. Khan

Because MayWard never fails to amaze us, keep tweet-
ing flyers!!

Junieyee
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Morbid Fright-Giving

because of poor design is criminal. 
Amadi

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
data glutton

because I miss you too
Alex

Why did the new employee get the PowerShell team 
pumpkin spice lattes?
Rosyna Keller

BECAUSE NOW SHE IS TRYING TO PLAY MATCH 
MAKER FOR MENatalie Hoover
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
dem exits tho

because people keep saying it will not make it #True....
Thanks 4 lending your #strength

Catherine Higgins

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Alefyah Taqui

because she never has to say anything publicly.  I don’t 
have receipts but I’m sure her victims will.

Spawgremk

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Vic Morales

because I’m so extra
spookyish mallory.
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Mark Hemsath

because I licked a toad﹏
princessken__

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Tino

because you feel guilty.
Bazzquiat

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
TheMonth

because we love you too and want you to get well soon
jess loves sel
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Why did the walrus go to the tupperware party?
℠ III ™

Because they were evidence!” #HillarysEmails
Deplorable Dan﹏﹏﹏

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Patrick Kmiecik

because they’ve definitely given up on you.
Alex Campbell

Why did the @NRA ignore the Libertarians?
Slavko Miladinović

because in Tx ...it’s not for long.
Fabiiian
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Why did the driver say due to congestion then?
Sian Elvin

because men are and you’ll feel alone. Put your faith in 
your friends rather.

HelloNice

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Andrea(#BernOrJill)

because I’ll just forget you texted me.
Kvrinv

why did the nickname “peg” happen?
﹏

because he’s overweight, but a friend suggested he might 
ordinarily weigh much more

Christian Dolan
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Wetty Fap

because then i know if someone stays around, they truly 
want to

dec3rd

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Mrcs.D

because you knew.” 
@zeneeburton @mainedcm @aldenrichards02…

annie marzani

Why did the meme cross the road?
Bad Jokes

Because she’s a corporatist hawk, not a progressive
Deplorablechan
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
bad hombre

because i will throw a brick at your face
shasha_pasricha

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Game Over

because it’s hard to prove to my friends that ur attractive if 
ur most recent picture

EVOLution

WHY DID THE FIRE DRILL JUST GO OFF?
spooky shyla / 126

because the sex was TOO good? 
D. J.
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Gray Goods

because of the corruption involved with the democracy 
maurice fontaine

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Nova Prospect

Because she’s a corporatist hawk, not a progressive
Mikkil

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Apocalypse

because its fin to get hot up in here
Sam MegaBaller
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Carolyne Mas

BECAUSE YOU WEREN’T THERE, MAN!
Jack Hurley

why did the cat go to Minnesota?
Count Macula 

because BADASS
Orange Is A Lemon.

why did the Loiner cross the road?
Visit Wakefield

because reasons. 
KatzeHalifornia
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Why did the black man buy 3 boxes of condoms?
lolita

Because the first time I saw these hands, I couldn’t imag-
ine not being able to hold them. 

 
©wm #ALDUBWedding 

thistooshallpass

Why did the skeleton cross the street alone?
Sandra

because my ancestors died trying to ensure I had the abil-
ity to narrate my own story.

MightyLit

Why did the Police keep on assisting him &amp; why did 
@cpsuk keep prosecuting?
Frank Matthews

because he would have been like the 4th character with 
some kind of eye trauma

bad
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why did the campaign not want to leave “fingerprints”?
Feral Rhetor

because they become quiet, uncommunicative.
A.

why did the archaeologist go bankrupt?
Alan Britton

because DNC lost it from him. Video proof of rigging 
doesn’t concern #Hillary?

Mike Smith

why did the internet die?
James

because i love suffering
britt
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
26July2015

because it tastes weird” 
Wife School Dropout

Why did the Panthers sign two more tight ends?
Tim Turner

because it couldn’t resolve the server nice
geeprombolo

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Iaissezfaire

because it costs $5 to get in and no Superfan, or any oth-
er pass will get you in for free #ItsMSH…

FZSD WestHigh
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Ryan

Because custom engraving rocks!  infinity_firearms #en-
graving #guns #gunporn

Diana Hufstedler

Why did the Dems once lick the feet of @Wikileaks in the 
name of transparency but now find them an invasion of 
priv… ?
RazzleDazzle

because they didn’t want to deal with him. She found out
Wine Queen

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Mike Archer

because in the end there is always...
...
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Why did the right fielder from the Blue Jays just follow 
me?
Petty Wap

because thug life 
Aracely

why did the sky just get dark in a matter of seconds?
Faith Cooper

because i know, at the end, she’ll always be there
celeste

Why did the zombie eat only half the jogger?
Lorena

because she isn’t all over Tabloids and hasn’t got a reality 
show, doesn’t take away her achievements.

Maame Afiba Bessa ﹏
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why did the archaeologist go bankrupt?
OU Students

because of current price operational costs. 
Verizon Wireless CS

why did the yanks think the IRA were great right up until 
the end?
Thomas Embleton

because of wiki damages..lol
Barking Mad

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Joshua James Dyer

because outsourcing is costing more than the govt just 
running services &amp; the debt keeps climbing.

Steven 
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
hoodiddy

because 
KULGiA

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Dr. Jill Stein

because he… 
Hillary Clinton

why did the 2 Democrat operatives lose work?
NewsBusters

because… 
Hillary Clinton
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Why did the people who ordered the shed just not have it 
sent to their house instead.?
RhiannonPullin

because he… 
Hillary Clinton

Why did the people in my house let me sleep my whole 
day away literally﹏ I had shit to do today?
MeanGIRL

because… 
Hillary Clinton

why did the people who died in the house have drawings 
of her son who not existed on the wall #Fallingwater?
Belinda ward

Because she’s a corporatist hawk, not a progressive - no 
matter how her st… 

Dr. Jill Stein
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why did the people organizing riots visit the white House 
hundreds of times?
Ivanna

because it this isn’t even a funny exaggeration - it’s actu-
ally true

Dylan

why did the people in them get immediately axed and dis-
tanced from rather than defended?
Julie

because their paren 
Chandler Bouvia

why did the people just stand around?
wtfdormername

because of cancer. #StandUpToCancer for Mark. Please 
text FIGHT to 70404 to donate £10. htt…

Prs.MelindajaneQPRGB
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why did the people vote for @realDonaldTrump - a 
non-politician ?
Conservative Mother

because you left me on read.
tarzan

Why did the people on the platform see a crouching , sus-
picious man getting on the train and not even look… ?
Jase white

because that means she’s cold and that she’s not a hoe 
because hoes never…

Karen

why did the people just stand around?
Jonaz

Because everyone said that they believed in me.....
Producer
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why did the people that told their story go back knowing 
they are going to die?
t

because man they’re so confusing ﹏
r

Why Did The People Of Germany Banned The Swastika?
0x1231

Because she’s a corporatist hawk, not a progressive - no 
matter how her staff tri…

Ryan Smith

why did the people on video saying they rigged election 
resign and Brazil couldn’t answer question last night?
Robert Regalado

because my balance is the scariest thing in my life
CathyHammondX
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Why did the people film get fired from there jobs?
?

because of delays?
TMinch

Why did the people play along ?
Junaid.

because I only drink wine on the weekends
captain morgan

why did the people in my dream tell me I could sleep in 
more because we were really cool hipsters and why did I 
listen to them?
Nancy Muñoz

because she’s beautiful during 2007 speech, says hot 
women are his ‘alcoholism’ 

Rashad Robinson
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Why did the NYPD fatally shoot mentally ill, 66-Year-Old 
#DeborahDanner?
ESSENCE

Because she’s a corporatist hawk, not a progressive - no 
matter how her st… 

Dr. Jill Stein

Why did the writer cry?
Northy

because there are no editors...” simply isn’t true for Face-
book. via @SopanDeb 

SUCH A NASTY WOMAN

why did the Tories talk the bill out?
Lindsay Bruce

because if you had the chance to call something a “puf-
fling” you definitel…

@red3blog
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
costello

because someone is interested in Korean culture and 
wants to visit South Korea does not make them a korea-

boo. chantal

why did the senior at Beca suck some Dick..... Bc she 
wanted some chicken nuggets ?
will palmieri

because doesnt want to go to basketball* @rileynaugle
lindsey sanders

Why did the limestone feel under appreciated?
courtney libby

because she has helped to show my daughter how to be 
a brave, strong &amp; courageous per… 

Emily Anne
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why did the movie Titanic take place on the boat Titanic, it 
had nothing to do with the Titanic!!! it could ha…?
Julia Bae

because he littered on his story i am fucking tired
halloqueen

Why did the whole ass car bumper fall off ?
3:16 am

because that means she’s cold and that she’s not a hoe 
because hoes never…

hayleysimone16

Why did the coronation street producers think I could 
cope with this then?
Libby Summers

because it went from negative to positive and it’s all good 

Z 
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Boofyre

because his attitude contagious.
(2-4)

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Jerry Martinez

because of infidelity in their relationship I swear I feel their 
pain

i’m thankful

why did the US sell 20% of it’s uranium to them?
riwired

because America is diverse! 
Jacoby Sisk
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WHY DID THE PIC NOT SHOW WTF?
kimmy

because most people aren’t former Secretaries of State or 
POTUS candidates who have sworn transparency...

Zachary Milne

Why did The Girl on the Train take the train?
Robert W. Taylor

because he… 
Hillary Clinton

Why did the girl I’m working with put her chewed chewing 
gum on my paper work ?
Gab

because… 
Hillary Clinton
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Why did everyone schedule their birthday for the week I 
was offline!?
Bill Odom

because I felt like it 
s.

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Bound by a Line

because you don’t floss.”
Sidney Grimm

Why did I pick up this shift for tomorrow I wanna dash it?

el provo

because the Democrats are the party of compassion,edu-
cation, party for th…

Dimoree Pace
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WHY DID SHE STARTED THE SERIES WITH JUNG-
KOOK?Channie’s.

because one day you will look back and realize that they 
were the big things 

hy

why did you do that to me?
Siriyapron wan

because that’s the one that is going to require the most 
from you.

gem

Why did you stop talking to__? She stopped talking to 
me;-; so I’m not gonna be all up in her dms if she doesn’t 
want?
Kamila

because that means she’s cold and that she’s not a hoe 
because hoes never…

Dalana
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why did i do this?
lys

because it’s senior night 
Alex

Why did Clinton call herself a moderate?
Tanner Zimmerman

Because my mother resents me”
soph

why did they film him yr before show, writing show if they 
didn’t know+?
Laura/JustSayin Tees

because it isn’t funny in the slightest. 
CriticalMassPerfGrp
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why did he rail against me and my movie on his personal 
website?
jim dodds

because one day you may realize that you’ve lost the 
moon while counting the stars.

ktknoll

why did he decided to change the name of the hotel?
Monyluak Kuol

because i’m panicking 
sas

WHY DID I MAKE THIS !?
babygirl

because it doesn’t benefit him.  It’s not about the Ameri-
can citizen it’s about him

Chad Kirk
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why did your buddy @rbcreamer “resign”?
Judicious

because I always do it but deadass when they try I just be 
lookin dumb ug…

ilyssa 

Why did I not stop to have children?
mullen_rq

because louis was simply too lazy and harry is so 
whippedHarry’s

Why did I apply for a precollege course?
Mimi

because sometimes you forget to eat and other times you 
accidentally eat 2 dinners

Sarah Brady
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Why did the girl say it like that tho?
CadetClancy

Because she’s a corporatist hawk, not a progressive
Dr. Jill Stein

Why did the girl smear peanut butter on the road?
#FirstBorn

Because she’s a corporatist hawk, not a progressive - no 
matter how her staff tri…

PSW

Why did the girl count like 1, 3, 5, 7?
Aniruddha P N

because sometimes they fight battles they’ll never speak 
to you about. Make sure the…

kp
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Why did the girl say it like that tho﹏ 
?brianalvarez290

because they could…
Jess

Why did the girl say it like that tho?
J Fletch

because it’s makes me seem like a hater
POPPY

why did the girl who was hosting it tell me?
lauren﹏

because i turn into the most heartless person you’ll ever 
meet and you’re going…

Haley Gregor
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WHY DID THE GIRL EVEN DATE HIM HE LOOKED 
LIKE SATAN WHO FORMED THE FIERY PITS OF HELL 
WHY DID THEY EVEN LET HER DRIVE IT WAS SO 
HEATED?remi

“Because I miss my baby”she rides for him so hard. 
Bailey

Why did the girl put her bed in the fireplace?
LivingLearningLoving

Because I can see your balls…
Paul

why did the girl go and met the second evil guy at the 
park?
Raa

because you’re my other half 
Zenaida. Piol
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Why did the girl from the Ring kidnap Flora?
Ornella

because every baby needs a purse. 
Adam.

why did the girl remind me of @autumn_nimeth﹏?
Prince | Veneno

because his only real competition, was Doug Ford. #topoli
rae deeton

Why did the girl take a ruler to bed?
Martin Bishop

because #Aquarius have a smile on their face everyday, 
doesn’t mean that something is not bothering them.

Petty_LaBelle
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Why did the girl from the Ring kidnap Flora?
Shelby C

because you can see that he gives all of his energy and 
all he has when he’s performing 

 BINGO

Why did the people who ordered the shed just not have it 
sent to their house instead.?
RhiannonPullin

because he… 
Hillary Clinton

Why did the people in my house let me sleep my whole 
day away literally﹏ I had shit to do today?
MeanGIRL

because… 
Hillary Clinton
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why did the people who died in the house have drawings 
of her son who not existed on the wall #Fallingwater?
Belinda ward

Because she’s a corporatist hawk, not a progressive - no 
matter how her st… 

Dr. Jill Stein

why did the people organizing riots visit the white House 
hundreds of times?
Ivanna

because their tweets are inconvenient to your political 
campaign #ShowUsJulian

Hillary’sLiesMatter

why did the people in them get immediately axed and dis-
tanced from rather than defended?
Julie

because there are no resources to recover from climate 
change impact…

Dotun
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why did the people just stand around?
wtfdormername

because eventually you’ll learn everyone’s fake &amp; 
looking…

court.

why did the people vote for @realDonaldTrump - a 
non-politician ?
Conservative Mother

because people annoy me so bad
DreemTeam

Why did the people on the platform see a crouching , sus-
picious man getting on the train and not even look… ?
Jase white

because i want some real shit, not just a phase
missisabellaa_
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why did the people just stand around?
Jonaz

because i want some real shit, not just a phase
frank ocean

why did the people that told their story go back knowing 
they are going to die?
t

because i want some real shit, not just a phase
Zac

Why Did The People Of Germany Banned The Swastika?
0x1231

because i want some real shit, not just a phase
Lolita
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why did the people on video saying they rigged election 
resign and Brazil couldn’t answer question last night?
Robert Regalado

because i want some real shit, not just a phase
﹏

Why did the people film get fired from there jobs?
?

because i want some real shit, not just a phase
Tumblr Life

Why did the people play along ?
Junaid.

because i want some real shit, not just a phase
FML Stories
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why did the people in my dream tell me I could sleep in 
more because we were really cool hipsters and why did I 
listen to them?
Nancy Muñoz

because i want some real shit, not just a phase
﹏

Why did the guy drinking the drink look like @davidamo-
rales72 ﹏ ?
.d

because he… 
Hillary Clinton

Why did the guy drinking the drink look like @davidamo-
rales72 ﹏ ?
Hurtadhoe

because… 
Hillary Clinton
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Why did the guy in the urinal next to me just try to have a 
convo about how “poetic” pee sounds are﹏ #FGCU?
Ian Irvine

because I didn’t do anything.” 
 

Melania 2 days ago: “He… 
Bradd Jaffy

Why did the guy at Aldi just get 48 boxes of vanilla wa-
fers?
Corbin

because he left and keeping the team official anonymous 
is garbage tbh

Chris Morgan

Why did the guy wait for the bimbo to sign consent forms 
before grabbing her p@ssy?
Jeremy Mayer

because he was the ugliest of the litter. 
ImgurTweetBot
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why did the guy next to me just moan i gtg?
pumpkin king

because there’s people on either side of him and he can’t 
swear up a storm #LibraryAdventures

Miranda Cisneros

why did the guy who played Mark del Figgalo on Zoey 
101 just randomly follow me I need an explanation ?
Alec Brown

because we have so much in common 
hannah

why did the guy in the back drop his bag and ran away ?
Susy

because he killed, sexually harassed, and did whatever 
else made him a villain in his comic history.

Teal
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why did the guy in the back drop his bag and ran away ?
honeybug

because u were wronged.Pray! Even if u can’t quite artic-
ulate your feelings,GOD knows.He saw it too @hartram-

seyLuis & Denise Nieves

Why did the guy they talked to get fired AND Creamer 
resign the day after the 1st video was released?
Deplorable Lenning

because he was brilliant.
Elliott Levy

why did the guy that came after me get attended first?
Maria J Solano

because after his spotdodge shines he has to know what 
side of the opponent he’s on

nair shine
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Why did the guy they talked to get fired AND Creamer 
resign the day after the 1st video was released?
Donna Munday

because it was annoying and he starts strutting instead.
daisy

Why did the guy who delivered my pizza keep my number 
and text me?
V E V I N A .

because he was distracted by watching her. He kept say-
ing it was Dan

Liz & Jason Fans

Why did the guy in Charleston got a gun.  Because FBI 
did not do their job?
Kristy Huskey

because he can’…
Amy Dann
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Why did the guy at the poutinerie give me a family dis-
count ?
Julia Turgeon

because he had to open the bottle of syrup himself, but 
congratulations on your pregnancy.

SHAWTYNEXTDOOR

Why Did the Man Shoot Liberty Valance?
Captain Hammer

because he… 
Hillary Clinton

Why did the man go to bed?
lubegacharles3

because… 
Hillary Clinton
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Why did the man paint white lines down the road?
me

Because she’s a corporatist hawk, not a progressive - no 
matter how her st… 

Dr. Jill Stein

why did the man on the phone tell me he would book one; 
and what do you intend to do about how much this issue 
is costing me?
Niamh Skinner

because I didn’t do anything.” 
 

Melania 2 days ago: “He… 
Bradd Jaffy

Why did the man go to bed?
Nyanzi Fred

because of “rigged” crap. 19 days left.
Nate Silver
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Why did the man paint white lines down the road?
Anne

because it’s not just a detail when it’s your child. 
Hillary Clinton

Why did the man punch the fruit?
Image-Quotes

because of abusive men in her life.… 
Alex Abad-Santos

why did the man’s head go splat?
WIN GALAXY S7 NOW!!!

because he “didn’t do anything.” His wife told @AC360 
that he did apologize! #debate

David Axelrod
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why did the man’s head go splat?
Ψ﹏DAVE

because sometimes you forget to eat and other times you 
accidentally eat 2 dinners

FREDDY ﹏

Why did the man put his money in the freezer?
Blog4EZIncome

because Wallace asked her real, substantive questions. 
Headlines won’t reflect the depth of her awfulness.

Ben Shapiro

Why did the man put cheese on his computer?
The sadistic

because he’s unable to see their strength
CNN
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Why did the man put a clock under his desk?
Ben’s stuff

because it NEVER. HAPPENED....except in your bizarre 
little mind, which seems ever ready to make exc… 

George Takei

Why did the man cross the road?
GET LOLIFIED!

BECAUSE THEY WERE BLACK. You will do nothing for 
anyone but yourself.

Seth MacFarlane

Why did the man go to bed?
﹏Mzee﹏ Chelsea™

because he’s overweight, but a friend suggested he might 
ordinarily weigh much more....

Carrie Fisher
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why did the man leading the debate sound like joanne the 
scammer?
Kate

because you already drunk but you drank it anyway now 
you throwing up....

Charlamagne Tha God

Why did the lady give up being a witch?
Ken Guidry

because he… 
Hillary Clinton

why did the lady next door tell me that her son “usaba 
abafazi”?
NewSong - #DatsAll

because… 
Hillary Clinton
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Why did the lady INSIST it w… ?
Ashley ElizaBOO!th﹏

Because she’s a corporatist hawk, not a progressive - no 
matter how her st… 

Dr. Jill Stein

Why did the lady on the intercom sound like she was 
scared shit less?
GO DAWGS

because I didn’t do anything.” 
 

Melania 2 days ago: “He… 
Bradd Jaffy

why did the lady chicken cross the road?
Danielle Marse-Kapr

because of “rigged” crap. 19 days left.
Nate Silver
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why did the lady put ham in her hand bag ?
Mick The Brick

because it’s not just a detail when it’s your child. 
Hillary Clinton

why did the lady at specs have to be so extra about us 
looking so young ﹏?
Kari Stermer

because of abusive men in her life. 
Alex Abad-Santos

Why did the lady at mcdons just yell across the restaurant 
at my friends to make sure they get water in their water 
cups.......?
Madisyn

because he “didn’t do anything.” His wife told @AC360 
that he did apologize! #debate

David Axelrod
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WHY DID THE LADY THROW THE SHIT AT MY FACE 
TALM’ BOUT SOME... “HERES THE PRICE TAG”?
LP 

because sometimes you forget to eat and other times you 
accidentally eat 2 dinners

FREDDY 

WHY DID THE LADY AT KUMO TELL ME TO TIP NEXT 
TIME?Marissa McTiernan

because Wallace asked her real, substantive questions. 
Headlines won’t reflect the depth of her awfulness.

Ben Shapiro

why did the lady at dq just ask if i wanted decaf it’s 8:06 
am?
aarin

because he’s unable to see their strength” 
CNN
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why did the lady in the back act like something treacher-
ous happened ?
Kendyll

because it NEVER. HAPPENED....except in your bizarre 
little mind, which seems ever ready to make exc… 

George Takei

Why did the lady have to mess up my eyebrows ﹏ not
coming out of my house until the hair grows back ﹏?
BeckyV

BECAUSE THEY WERE BLACK. You will do nothing for 
anyone but yourself.

Seth MacFarlane

Why did the lady say why don’t you just help him?
JonScoff

because you already drunk but you drank it anyway now 
you throwing up....

Charlamagne Tha God
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Why did the lady on the airplane like having her boobs 
grabbed in public though?
tepidvii

because he’s overweight, but a friend suggested he might 
ordinarily weigh much more....

Carrie Fisher

Why did the only Latina in Grease have to be the hoe?
saldy

because...why not me? Why not us? We deserve to be 
heard. We deserve to control our own narratives.

Reagan Gomez

why did the only man on the train who’s wearing a fedora 
/have/ to sit next to me?
tash

because, why not? 
UberFacts
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Dr. Jill Stein

because he… 
Hillary Clinton

why did the 2 Democrat operatives lose work?
NewsBusters

because… 
Hillary Clinton

Why did the apple stop running?
Statistics Canada

Because she’s a corporatist hawk, not a progressive 
Dr. Jill Stein
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
terry

because I didn’t do anything.” 
 

Melania 2 days ago: “He… 
Bradd Jaffy

Why did the germ cross the microscope?
djwade91

because it’s not just a detail when it’s your child. 
Hillary Clinton

Why did the mindy project just follow me?
joa

because of “rigged” crap. 19 days left.
Nate Silver
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Andy Weldon

because of abusive men in her life.… 
Alex Abad-Santos

Why did the #Turingbill get filibustered?
Casper

because he “didn’t do anything.” His wife told @AC360 
that he did apologize! #debate

David Axelrod

why did the people of NY vote for her?
Global Soul

because he’s unable to see their strength” 
CNN
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Marnssj

because it NEVER. HAPPENED....except in your bizarre 
little mind, which seems ever ready to make exc… 

George Takei

Why did the rooster buy mittens?
me

because he’s overweight, but a friend suggested he might 
ordinarily weigh much more....

Carrie Fisher

Why did the skeleton run up a tree?
Jin Kirigiri

because Wallace asked her real, substantive questions. 
Headlines won’t reflect the depth of her awfulness.

Ben Shapiro
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
CookingForBernie

because of the bill that Hillary’s husband signed and she 
blessed! We MUST #DrainTheSwamp! 

Official Team Trump

Why did the car crash?
tsbicca

because sometimes you forget to eat and other times you 
accidentally eat 2 dinners

FREDDY

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Winnie Gustafson

because Trump WANTED to get booed by all the elites?
Jon Favreau
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Cyndi

Because Baby Daisy Was Too ‘Fired Up’ About Beyoncé! 
#Adoreable 

Lauren Skipp

why did the first vid not count cause it was bad qualit…?
jess

because a jinn will fall in love with you but mental illness 
isn’t real” 

Shayne 

Why did the farmer wash the chicken’s mouth out with 
soap?
Robin McCaine

because I will be broke
Mia Woltz
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Why did the astrophysicist order three hamburgers?
Mag Wurg

because she plays instruments, writes, and produces her 
music. 

Mearī

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
NPforRC

because regular fire safety system of #Kuzya is out of 
work” 
Martin D

why did the other people around him just let it slide?
Ron Mexico

because I can’t either
cønner catøne
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
terry

because NO ONE else in the Media has the balls to do it: 
should we investigate #FBI Director James Comey?

J Deplorable Valette

Why did the germ cross the microscope?
djwade91

because I am above average looking?!
Shurchil

Why did the mindy project just follow me?
joa

because they’re afraid of the mess.”
amy
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Andy Weldon

because they didn’t like your behaviour? 
Prince of All Satans

Why did the #Turingbill get filibustered?
Casper

because this next month is going to be crazy and MANY 
things…
AyeeItsCeline

why did the people of NY vote for her?
Global Soul

because I’m really busy today! It still counts
lil brain damage
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Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Marnssj

because I had lots to say. Ha! Give it... 
Elyse

Why did the rooster buy mittens?
me

Because I never have time to make porridge.… 
Rosie Hayes

Why did the skeleton run up a tree?
Jin Kirigiri

because of cancer. #StandUpToCancer for Mark. Please 
text FIGHT to 70404 to donate £10. htt…

Rema rashed
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why did HRC buy “poll service” from Hart Research... IF 
she’s winning?
Ken D. Webber

because she is full of grace. @Pontifex 
Scott

Why did Clinton call herself a moderate?
Refined_Society

because I was talking to my mom.
Beaker

WHY DID YOU LEAVE ME?
officiaIhue

because I think I was botched but I have 2 more months 
of healing so pray for me #AnxietyProblems

Cece Richwood
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WHY DID IT END #HamildocPBS?
Virginia To

because they’re pathological lying marxocrat globalists....

Walt614

why did GRAyson kill Ethan?
y0otubers_edits

because he’s a legend.
Ayessha

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
nolatux

because I love my baby
super bug
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why did you delete this tweet?
Danny Alvarez

because it would appear that there’s nothing for me in 
heaven. 

The Gnurb.

Why did I get this?
Jeremy/Cyemese

because #Trump, unlike #Republicans, Fights…
John Anderson

why did I do that” moment?
J

because I always do it but deadass when they try I just be 
lookin dumb ug…

Daniela
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why did I do that” moment?
JAndreavillamor

because they gave up on someone who would have nev-
er given…
Bridget Sweeney

Why did Clinton call herself a moderate?
Dennis Vang

because i’m having feels too
misskjm

Why did Clinton call herself a moderate?
Leanne﹏

because she broke from Trump. Isn’t that what we want-
ed? Let people ch…

Brad Weddle
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Why did C9 ban Nidalee against SKT?
SKT Refreshed

because they hate lies and corruption.  No way they vote 
Hillary.

ClintonRapeMachine

WHY did William Hague let him loose?
Darren Pearce

because i know, at the end, she’ll always be there
fei

Why did Canadian police cars become so menacing?
The NOW Group

because it responded back to me with meows.
poti
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Why Did Vote-Rigging Robert Creamer Visit The White 
House Over 200 Times During The Obama Admin ?
Gzus(Jesus)Agnt007

Because I have no idea who you are nor do I follow either 
one of you so why are you subtweeting me about

kara matazinski

Why did no one tell me Sabrina The Teenage Witch was 
on Amazon Prime Video!?
Ryan Clever

because i want some real shit, not just a phase
Fly.High.Chris

why did this make me cry uGh?
aleks 13

Because People Fw You Doesn’t Mean They Give Af 
About You 

Flee
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Why did Clinton call herself a moderate?
Eric Burgoyne

because neither the buyer nor the…
just some guy

Why did my mom call me talking about my flight home lol. 
Like I know it’s 3 weeks?
Reggie

because i want some real shit, not just a phase
nurfadwah

Why did I understand that. LOOOOL?
Electrokitteh

because it is a fun and challenging way to stay connected 
to #Shakespeare &amp; new/old friends! ht…

morie
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Why did Stewie push runs knowing that they didn’t have 
bomb?
Chris LeBlanc

because you never know… tomorrow could be too late. ﹏
RicheeFranta

why did a boy from my school get hot he literally looks like 
van?
Mami

because the band doesn’t know how to play Santeria by 
@sublime ... it’s a country band btw

Mary Catherine Srofe

why did he suddenly look so vulnerable?
LION

because the Saudis OWN her. Corrupt to the core. Com-
mon Criminal Clinton. Elect Satan for President…

ryoatl
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WHY DID YOU DO THAT YOURE SO STUPID?
pineapple bush

Because sleeping is so much better ﹏
HMIZAH

Why did Clinton call herself a moderate?
DeplorableLee

because who knows what tomorro…
amynoriega23

why did that just happen?
pearl

because God is amazing
Dr. MarenMc3
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why did he block me?
LaVine﹏

because I can’t trust myself not to display it.
YYY

WHY DID HE GET RE SIGNED @NFL?
Sergio

because i’m a petty bitch - any fandom- get pressed
21 21

Why did Clinton call herself a moderate?
Zebra

because in KS 5 years had already passed
Apol
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Why did Clinton call herself a moderate?
Dr. Jill Stein

Because she’s a corporatist hawk, not a progressive
Dr. Jill Stein

why did all the top DNC officials resign?
Dr. Jill Stein

because it’s not just a detail when it’s your child. 
Hillary Clinton

Why did the DNC push the media to “elevate” Trump 
while undermining Sanders?
Dr. Jill Stein

because I used to be a footballer. Ta.
Gary Lineker
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why did I just see your bot?
Mitsu ﹏

because of it?
Alex Abbas

why did I do that moment?
gaiiiuuzz

because they cool with me to say this.. They were politely 
checked real quick!

Andre Rechelle

why did all the top DNC officials resign…?
Audra

because your emo... More for Cancer 
chris ufniarz
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Why did you not answer Pat’s question?
John DY

because the cops who are my neighbors have begged me 
to.VK Banana Republic

Why did I go to uni when the Apple Store gives free dem-
os on how to use logic?
Marek Wilson

because I had burning hot milk soaking through my 
clothes. All because my oldest child was playin…

#GodComplex

why did I do that” moment?
.

because vagina” need to know to grow the fuck up: 
Julian Cox
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Why did Clinton call herself a moderate?
Ted  Pert

because of their ignorant ways..
Talya

why did I like you you ugly. YOU your daddy’s son?
karina 

Because it makes me laugh every time 
Mystery Marie

Why did I have to fall in love with someone so unattain-
able ?
nobodyNOBODY

because the wifi sucks
shirleen_twt
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why did I do that” moment?
y

because you want clo... More for Taurus 
BigGucciTezz

why did I cry tho?
﹏ ﹏﹏

because you want clo... More for Taurus 
Bre Lynn Lay

Why did Tory whips ASK Nicolson to present PMB, then?
Rosalyn Faulds

because you want clo... More for Taurus 
maisy
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why did I take a whole video that consist of me zooming 
in and out on a disco ball?
brianna﹏

because I got home at 1 last night but I have work at 8...

rudy

why did i agree to this double?
Molls.

because Hillary controls the line graphs! Sad!
Steven Glover

Why did I just have a dream that I got shot at?
J

because i am alone so often, all the time
Resolution 9
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why did he suddenly look so vulnerable?
mid

because you want closure on a relationship issue and 
your friend or partner remains indecisive

breesus

why did i workout this late huhuhu tunguh?
rose

because your emo...
Chrystall McGeehan

Why did @BvB give up?
winstonee

because I know the Lord has better in store for me
Brandee
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Why did Clinton call herself a moderate?
bubblesmoney

because seven and robin are both geniuses and hoodies 
﹏CLAWS OUT﹏@ AUSA

why did Glenn let Nicholas live ?
spooky max | tomrrw

because my plans they were fine and my head was clean
ria

why did you do that to me then , I’m sorry #taehyung ?
A.

because “she doesn’t know what checks she’ll get” before 
January

DeporableAllycat
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Why did Clinton call herself a moderate?
Kevin and Laura

because of your friend ? Or that girl ? Fuck so hard to be 
loyal ah

G’XT

why did I do that” moment?
F A T I H A

because I haven’t 
tilah

why did I do that moment?
Sur

because it helps fulfill the real purpose for our existence. 

D L
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Why did Patricia Bradley start writing?
Patricia Bradley

because of the undeniable atrocities happening today?
Kuya Mike ~TeamCute~

Why did Brina oust this last night on my TWITTER. Wyd 
sis?
Jas

because your emo... More for Cancer 
ZoBlinston

why did no one ever tell me this?
amanda

because she’s a masterpiece.
Maysie


